WINTER WONDERS
DECEMBER 12-14 / 2019 / 7:30PM
LINCOLN PERFORMANCE HALL

Lighting Design / Jeff Forbes
Production / Thyra Hartshorn
Costumes / Choreographers + Dancers + Laurs Kemp

(A SORT OF DANCE PIECE)
Choreography / Ihsan Rustem
Music / Beethoven, The Swingle Sisters, Alanis Morissette
Dancers / Kevin Pajarillaga with William Couture, Katherine Disenhof, Kody Jauron, Noelle Kayser, Jihyun Kim, Andrea Parson, Anthony Pucci

THE GRINCH, ‘WHO’ HAD MAX
Choreography / Kevin Mallari Pajarillaga
Music / Danny Elfman, Jim Carrey, Nicolas Jaar, Nils Frahm
Dancers / Jihyun Kim (The Grinch), Andrea Parson (Max)
William Couture, Katherine Disenhof, Kody Jauron, Noelle Kayser, Colleen Loverde, Franco Nieto, Anthony Pucci

Dedicated to Franco and Hank

WORLD WEATHER ENTERTAINMENT
Choreography / Anthony Pucci
Music / Walter Wanderley, Nelly, Vanilla Ice, Dario Marianelli, John Williams
Dancers / Colleen Loverde (Snow Miser), Franco Nieto (Heat Miser)
Special FX Team / William Couture, Katherine Disenhof, Kody Jauron, Noelle Kayser, Colleen Loverde, Franco Nieto, Kevin Pajarillaga

Every turn of the seasons, there is an unseen drama between the Heat and Snow Miser siblings. Unseen, that is, until now.

A FRIEND OF DOROTHY
Choreography / William Couture
Music / Mozart, Brooklyn Duo, K.S. Rhoads
Dancers / Katherine Disenhof, Kody Jauron, Noelle Kayser, Jihyun Kim, Colleen Loverde, Franco Nieto, Kevin Pajarillaga, Andrea Parson, Anthony Pucci

In the 1950s, the only anchoring self-identification for some was in the eyes of another “friend of Dorothy,” and when the eyes met for those fleeting moments, home was found amongst the flurry of life. This piece is my ode and deep gratitude to those that dreamt the dreams that have shaped my today — a celebration of what the dreamer can manifest.
BAH HUMBUG
Choreography / Ihsan Rustem
Text / Ihsan Rustem
Dancers / Kody Jauron, Kevin Pajarillaga, Andrea Parson
   Young Creatives: Rebecca Auerbach, Maevie Ethridge, Lucia Hall, Jackson Rubenstein,
   Sydney Schommer, Ava Zaron

OH DEER!
Choreography / Andrea Parson
Music / Verdi, Liszt
Dancers / William Couture, Katherine Disenhof, Kody Jauron

A new twist on an old myth!

THE SHOW QUEEN: A HOLIDAY SPECTACULAR
Choreography / Kody Jauron
Music / The Brash, Fosse Ensemble, Celine Dion, 101 Strings Orchestra
Dancers / Noelle Kayser (The Snow Queen)
   William Couture, Katherine Disenhof, Jihyun Kim, Colleen Loverde, Franco Nieto,
   Kevin Pajarillaga, Andrea Parson, Anthony Pucci

A heavily-abbreviated departure from Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Snow Queen”

... 

Choreography / Ihsan Rustem

All Casting Subject to Change

Full playbill at http://nwdanceproject.org/playbill/
or scan the QR code to the right to access.

PLEASE JOIN US IN THE LOBBY AFTER THE SHOW FOR OUR ARTISTS’ RECEPTION AND SOME WARM HOMEMADE WASSAIL!

Food, beverages, cameras, and recording devices are not permitted in Lincoln Performance Hall.
Smoking is not permitted in the Performance Hall or in the building. Please silence all cell phones.